
  

 

 

 

López Obrador ‘stressing fiscal discipline’ 
>By Adam Thomson in Mexico City 
>Published: April 3 2006 22:33 | Last updated: April 3 2006 22:33 
>> 

Andrés Manuel López Obrador, leader of the leftwing challenge in Mexico’s presidential election, is 
stressing fiscal discipline and prudence along the lines of Brazil’s moderate leftwing leadership, 
according to the candidate’s top economic adviser. 

In an interview with the FT, Rogelio Ramírez de la O, whom many consider Mr López Obrador’s 
first choice for finance minister should he win the July 2 election, stressed that discipline and 
maintaining a tight grip on inflation would be “very high priorities” once in power. 

“Fiscal discipline is a prerequisite for lowering the cost of funding debt and for keeping inflation 
low,” he said. “It is not our plan to increase government borrowing to any significant degree.” 

Such a “prudent approach” to public finances, said Mr Ramírez de la O, meant Mr López Obrador 
should be seen as more like Brazil’s Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva than the radical Hugo Chávez of 
Venezuela. 

With less than 100 days before the election – and with Mr López Obrador and his Democratic 
Revolution party (PRD) running neck and neck with Felipe Calderón, centre-right candidate for the 
National Action party (PAN) – that is just the sort of message that foreign and domestic investors are 
hoping for. 

Many members of the business community, particularly entrepreneurs and investors, have privately 
expressed concern about an eventual López Obrador triumph in July. 

They have criticised his refusal to change the constitution, which bars Pemex, the cash-starved and 
inefficient state oil company, from associating freely with private companies to explore for and 
extract oil and gas. They have also questioned his refusal until now to attend many of the most 
important events in the country’s business calendar. 

The candidate’s pointed remarks earlier this year suggesting that Guillermo Ortiz, the country’s 
much-respected central bank governor, should step down, caused acute anxiety within some circles 
of economic power. 

In the last few weeks, Mr Calderón has tried to play on those concerns. One television advertisement 
by the PAN shows clips of Mr Chávez and Mr López Obrador attacking Vicente Fox, the current 
Mexican president and a member of Mr Calderón’s PAN, in a clear strategy to link the two. 

But Mr Ramírez de la O dismissed the notion of any similarity between the two men as “insane”, 
and insisted it was essential “to distinguish electioneering on the campaign trail and communication 
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to the markets once you are settled in”. 

Mr Ramírez de la O said Mr López Obrador was “now starting to pass from the pure campaign stage 
of the electoral race to one of planning and reassuring those groups that have expressed concern 
about an eventual López Obrador government”. While it was important to keep up the rhetoric, it 
was also “essential to ensure that there is a level of perception below that”. 

On specific issues, Mr Ramírez de la O said his candidate would not change a thing at the central 
bank. “He [López Obrador] doesn’t want any resignations at the bank, and insists that the central 
bank should not be tampered with. That is something he feels very strongly about.” 

On energy reform, one of the big challenges facing the next president, he said that a López Obrador 
government would seek to increase the role that private companies play – though he said it was still 
too early to talk about the details of the new opportunities. 

Mr Ramírez de la O also said that once in power, Mr López Obrador would subject Pemex to a 
vigorous restructuring that would result in savings of $1bn-$2bn a year. A first stage of the 
restructuring would cut jobs and perks such as bonuses and travel expenses at the company’s top 
levels. 

Part of the savings would help fund a planned reduction in the cost of gas in Mexico, which he said 
was hurting the private sector and making it less competitive. According to the National Chemicals 
Industry Association (ANIQ), gas costs more than $8 per million btu in Mexico compared with 
$5.60 in western Europe and just $1.60 in the rest of Latin America. 

Mr Ramírez de la O said the restructuring would also involve “alleviating” Pemex’s costly off-
balance-sheet debt, which he said amounted to about $45bn (€37bn, £26bn). 

But he warned that the results of overhauling Pemex and its finances would not be immediate. “We 
will begin to see the fruits of our plan within two years of taking office.” 
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Find this article at:  
http://news.ft.com/cms/s/9085e96e-c33d-11da-a381-0000779e2340,s01=1.html 
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